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Frequently asked questions

Using the flex complete process in  
iPipeline iGO

The details below provide answers to questions you may have about John Hancock’s flex 
complete process in the iPipeline iGO eApp. 

About the flex complete process 

What is the flex 
complete process in 
iPipeline iGO?

John Hancock now offers a fully digital version of the iGO eApp, including client 
collaboration and AlphaTrust® eSignature. 

The flex complete process can dramatically reduce the life insurance sales cycle, 
and offers a less-intrusive way to collect medical history with required signatures. 
Specifically, the flex complete process offers:

• Access to John Hancock ExpressTrack®, our accelerated underwriting process,  
with the potential for instant underwriting decisions on some submissions

• A digital Part II, with no telephone interview required

• The flexibility to electronically share key application sections with your clients,  
giving them the option to complete on their own schedule

Is a telephone 
interview required 
when using the flex 
complete process?

No. One of the key advantages of this new offering in iPipeline iGO is that the lifestyle 
and medical questions (i.e., “Part II”) can be completed electronically, without the need 
for a telephone interview. 

How does the Part II 
get completed?

After completing the basic application information, you will be asked if you would like to 
complete the Part II on the “Paramedical Information” screen. When you answer “yes,”  
you will be presented with two options: 

•   Electronically share the lifestyle and medical questions with the proposed insured for 
them to complete at their convenience (known as “client collaboration”), or

•   You complete the lifestyle and medical questions, by either answering all questions, 
or simply filling in the details you know and then sharing the section with the proposed 
insured so they can complete the remaining questions  
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What is “client 
collaboration?”

Client collaboration allows you, the producer, to electronically share the Part II with the 
proposed insured. This functionality gives your clients the flexibility to complete these 
details at their convenience.

How do I access the  
iPipeline iGO eApp?

You can access this online application platform via your firm’s website if your firm is an 
iPipeline customer or through John Hancock’s producer website, JHSalesHub.com.

What “product” 
do I select to take 
advantage of this  
new offering?

Select “Term e-Application (flex complete process - fastest option) ” or “Permanent 
e-Application (flex complete process - fastest option)” from iPipeline’s iGO eApp case 
information page. If you don’t see these options, please confirm with your firm that these 
products have been turned on within iService. 

Can I use iPipeline 
iGO in all states?

You can submit a life insurance application via iPipeline iGO in all states except New York.

What products can I 
apply for via the flex 
complete process?

All single-life John Hancock products, ages and face amounts can be applied for using the 
flex complete process. Please note that not all submissions are eligible for ExpressTrack 
underwriting decisions, and there are some limitations as to when client collaboration is 
available (see next question). 

Can I use client 
collaboration for 
all flex complete 
submissions?

For submissions on juveniles (ages 0-18), the digital Part II will need to be completed by 
the agent. 

Can the proposed 
insured and owner be 
different?

Yes. You can submit a policy with 3rd party ownership via the iPipeline iGO eApp.  
Please note there is a limit of four individual owners or one entity when submitting via  
this platform.

Do I need to be 
appointed with John 
Hancock prior to 
submitting a case 
through the iPipeline 
iGO eApp?

No, we can process your appointment paperwork “just in time,” i.e., at the time the submission 
is being processed. However, sending your appointment request ahead of time can help 
shorten the cycle time once a submission is sent to John Hancock. Please note the following:

•   It is important to submit the Producer Terms and Conditions as soon as possible.  
This form is available on JHSalesHub.com and can be completed via DocuSign

• In restricted states, new appointments must be completed before the date the 
application is signed

Getting started

http://JHSalesHub.com
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Submitting your e-Application

When applying for a 
policy via the iPipeline 
iGO eApp, is a signed 
illustration required?

Yes. A signed illustration is required for Vitality Term, Protection Term when the Vitality 
PLUS rider is elected and all permanent products.

How do I submit the 
signed illustration?

You can upload the signed illustration as an attachment within the eApplication, or email 
it to lifenewbusiness@jhancock.com after you’ve submitted your case.

Are submissions via 
the flex complete 
process eligible 
for accelerated 
underwriting?  

When a case is submitted via through the “Term e-Application” or “Permanent 
e-Application” with the digital Part II, it will either be considered for an ExpressTrack 
underwriting decision or proceed to traditional underwriting.

• ExpressTrack underwriting: Proposed insureds ages 18-60 applying for face 
amounts up to and including $3 million will be considered for ExpressTrack, with some 
submissions receiving an instant underwriting decision. Please note: for those clients 
who do not qualify for ExpressTrack, John Hancock will schedule the paramedical 
appointment and communicate any additional requirements that may be needed via 
our New Business case status system.

• Traditional underwriting: Proposed insureds who do not qualify for ExpressTrack, are 
ages 61+ or applying for greater than $3 million will continue to traditional underwriting, 
meaning John Hancock underwriters will review the application and questionnaires that 
were submitted and post any additional requirements (such as an APS) that may be 
needed to determine an underwriting decision.

How quickly will 
I know which 
underwriting outcome 
my submission will 
follow?

Upon receiving your application at John Hancock, we will send you an email within 
minutes confirming the underwriting outcome (i.e., the path the submission will follow). 

Please note: the underwriting outcome will be emailed only for iPipeline iGO eApp 
submissions via the John Hancock “Term e-Application” or “Permanent e-Application.”

How quickly will 
policies submitted 
via the flex complete 
process be issued?

The length of time to policy issue will depend on the underwriting outcome. Please note 
that these are the approximate cycle times for in good order submissions.

• Submissions that receive an instant underwriting decision are typically issued  
within 7 days

• Submissions requiring a brief underwriting review are typically issued within 14 days

• Submissions requiring traditional underwriting are typically issued within 30 days

mailto:lifenewbusiness%40jhancock.com?subject=
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Submitting your e-Application, continued

Are the underwriting 
outcome and 
subsequent decision 
emailed to the 
proposed insured?

No. The underwriting outcome and underwriting decision will be emailed to you (the agent) 
and the firm contact, and you will communicate the decision to the proposed insured.

Who orders the 
paramedical exam?

If a paramedical is required, John Hancock will order the exam. Once the exam is ordered, 
the proposed insured will be contacted by the paramedical exam vendor to schedule a time 
that is convenient for the proposed insured.

Who orders any 
other applicable 
requirements?

Once your case has been submitted, we will communicate any applicable underwriting 
requirements necessary to generate a decision (e.g., APS, etc.) via the usual case status 
notifications. The notification will indicate what requirement(s) is needed and who will be 
responsible for ordering. 

If I know my 
submission 
isn’t eligible for 
ExpressTrack, should 
I still complete the 
digital Part II?

Yes, we encourage you to complete the digital Part II for all submissions. By submitting 
the Part I and Part II together, John Hancock can review your case sooner, order any 
additional requirements earlier and ultimately issue your policy weeks faster than 
traditional submission methods.

Client collaboration and eSignatures

Who does the email 
notification come 
from?

Email notifications will come from igosupport@ipipeline.com. Please have the proposed 
insured add this email to their address book and mark emails from this address as “safe.” 
The link to access the application will stay active for seven days.

What order are the 
electronic signatures 
collected?

The proposed insured will sign the application first, followed by the owner(s) (if 
applicable). The agent will be the last party to sign the application before it is submitted.

mailto:igosupport%40ipipeline.com?subject=
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Client collaboration and eSignatures, continued

Will the proposed 
insured need to log 
in to access the 
application?

Yes. To access their application, the proposed insured will need to complete a two-factor 
authentication and then enter some demographic information. Please note:

• A mobile phone number is required for the two-factor authentication

• To access their application, proposed insured will need to enter the last four digits of 
their social security number and year of birth exactly as it was entered in Part I. If the 
proposed insured is having trouble logging in, please verify the information has been 
properly entered in the “proposed insured” section of the application. 

Note: the proposed insured will have three attempts to log in. If they get locked out, you 
can re-send the link from the “My Cases” page in iGO or from “Signature Method” page in 
the application.

If the proposed 
insured does not 
have a mobile 
phone, can I still use 
client collaboration 
(i.e., electronically 
share the Part II)?

No. To take advantage of client collaboration, the proposed insured will need to provide a 
mobile phone number. This number will be used to complete the two-factor authentication 
for their log in and it will not be retained or used beyond the authentication. 

How does 
the proposed 
insured sign the 
application?

Once the proposed insured has reviewed the completed sections of the application 
and has finalized any outstanding medical and/or lifestyle questions, they will need to 
lock the application to initiate the signature process. The proposed insured will then be 
walked through a series of steps to apply their electronic signature using the AlphaTrust 
signature process.

How does the 
owner sign the 
application?

After the proposed insured has completed the signature process, the owner(s) will receive an 
email notification from donotreply@ipipeline.com prompting them to log into the iGO eApp and 
apply their electronic signature. 

To access the application, the owner will need to enter the last four digits of his/her social 
security number, and follow the prompts to complete the AlphaTrust signature process.

Note: the owner will not have access to view any of the lifestyle or medical questions.

How will I know 
when the proposed 
insured and owner 
(if applicable) 
have signed the 
application?

You will receive an email notification once each party has signed the application.

mailto:donotreply%40ipipeline.com?subject=


Can I modify the 
application after the 
proposed insured 
has signed?

Yes. If you need to modify any of the application answers after the proposed insured has 
signed, complete the following steps:

• Go to the “validate and lock” page from the left navigation within the application

• Click “unlock the application” 

• Make the applicable edits 

• Return to the “validate and lock” page to lock the application

It is important to note that any previously collected eSignatures will be cancelled.

How do I (the 
producer) sign the 
application?

After the proposed insured and owner(s) (if applicable) have completed the signature process, 
you will receive an email notification prompting you to log into the iGO eApp and apply your 
electronic signature. You will click the “access your application” button from the email, 
enter your iPipeline iGO eApp PIN, and follow the prompts to complete the AlphaTrust 
signature process. 

Note: your default PIN is the last four digits of your social security number. If you  
would like to use a different PIN, you can enter a new four digit number on the Signature  
Method page.

Client collaboration and eSignatures, continued

Who can I contact if  
I need assistance?

For technical issues, please send an email to support@ipipeline.com. 

For general iPipeline questions, you may contact your local John Hancock salesperson.

Assistance

For agent use only. This material may not be used with the public.
Consumers, 18-60, applying for single-life coverage up to $3 million are eligible for John Hancock ExpressTrack®, with an opportunity for certain applicants to 
obtain an “instant” underwriting decision. Policy issuance is not guaranteed as any life insurance purchase is subject to completion of an application, including 
health questions, and underwriting approval. John Hancock will obtain additional information, including but not limited to medical records, to evaluate the 
application for insurance; and after the policy is issued, to identify any misrepresentation in the application. 
Vitality is the provider of the John Hancock Vitality Program in connection with policies issued by John Hancock.
ExpressTrack not available in New York.
Insurance products are issued by John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), Boston, MA 02116 (not licensed in New York). 
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